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THE PO DELTA PARK NARRATED IN 18 VIDEOS
In the new Po Delta Park website, a splendid video gallery narrates
the 17 municipalities of the area and the alternation of the seasons
in the Po Delta Park.
https://deltadelpo.eu/it/91-video-gallery
The Po Delta Park as you have never seen it before. All 17 municipalities of the
Po Delta Park are featured in the wonderful videos produced by GAL DELTA
2000, in co-operation with Edizioni Studio IGPI, as part of the GAL 19.2.02.14B
DESTINAZIONE TURISTICA DELTA DEL PO project funded by the EmiliaRomagna Region 2014-2020 Rural Development Programme, which can be
viewed both on the www.deltadelpo.eu website and on the Po Delta Park
YouTube channel. From the coast to the hinterland, from the waters of the
Great River to those of the Adriatic Sea, for a journey travelling deep into
the heart of a unique territory that since 2015 has been a UNESCO MAB
Biosphere Reserve.
The videos, each lasting just over three minutes, use images to describe the
artistic, landscape and natural beauty of the area, taking the user on an
evocative journey through the beauty of the places narrated. There is no
accompanying voice but only a musical accompaniment, in order to enhance
the unique characteristics that distinguish each of the municipalities presented
even more.
From Alfonsine, birthplace of the poet Vincenzo Monti and filming location, to
Argenta, an island of biodiversity and gateway to the wetlands; from
Bagnacavallo, an enchanting medieval village, to Cervia, the city of salt and
sea; from Comacchio, with its network of bridges and canals, to Ravenna, the
undisputed home of mosaics and birthplace of the Supreme Poet Dante. All of
this will take you on a journey through the rice fields of Jolanda, the Bassanorelated locations of Codigoro, the land reclaimed areas of Conselice and
Lagosanto, the archaeological site of Russi, the countryside in Fiscaglia, the
Great Mesola wood, the mussel farms in Goro, the landscapes of the Great
River in Riva del Po, the Delizia del Verginese in Portomaggiore, and the
Ostellato Valleys.
To conclude this journey in the best possible way, the last video describes
the four seasons of the Po Delta Park, each of which provides varied,
highly original scenarios: autumn with its warm auburn colours and its
landscapes of a thousand hues; winter with its romantic mist that makes
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everything more mysterious and magical; spring, which marks the reawakening of nature with its wonderful blossoms and, finally, summer with its
mesmerising sunrises and enchanting sunsets to be savoured on the seashore.
18 videos that provide a highly original, truthful cross-section of what the
Po Delta Park can provide visitors with, presenting them with a business card
that is difficult to refuse.
Videos made as part of the PO DELTA TOURIST DESTINATION project directly managed by the
LAG 19.2.02.14B funded through the Emilia-Romagna Region 2014-2020 Rural Development
Programme - Measure 19 - Support towards Local Leader Development.

